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PAC K AG I N G
Heavy & Oversize Cargo | 3D Computer Design | ESD safe | Packing Services

INDUSTRIAL
SERVICE
YOUR TOTAL SOLUTION PARTNER IN ASIA-PACIFIC

+6 0 3 7831 2 81 6
www.klose-group.com
9, Jalan Apollo U5/194
Bandar Pinggiran Subang
Seksyen U5, 40150 Shah Alam

SCOPE OF SERVICE:

PACKAGING
We understand that we are not just packing just a machine but a valuable asset. We adapt the packaging to your
specific needs and requirements, whether your equipment is small or large, light or heavy, and is transported by sea,
air, or road. We ensure proper and optimal protection of your goods throughout the logistics process for all modes
of transport, even accounting for climatic and other logistical requirements. Moreover, in terms of technology,
you’ve made the right choice with KLOSE. From hazardous and heavy goods packaging to secure air freight and
spare & service part packaging, we deeply understand Industry 4.0 and look forward to pioneering the future of
this space. In addition, thanks to our 3D design process, we can provide you with lifelike drawings of the actual
packaging and work together to find your ideal solution. ESD-safe, vibration-dampening, anti-corrosion, heavy
cargo, and dangerous goods are only a few of the aspects we manage daily.

PACK AGING SERVICE
KLOSE offers a full range of on-site and off-site
packaging services with decades of experience with
oversized, extremely heavy, and fragile cargo such as
high-tech machinery. Our dedicated teams can handle
packing your cargo, container stuffing, flat rack lashing,
and more, all with certified quality and transparent
reports before handover for transportation.

3 D D E S I G N P RO C E S S
KLOSE possesses in-house capabilities to design
and manufacture wooden packaging that meets and
exceeds our customers’ expectations. We employ
advanced software solutions to provide lifelike 3D
drawings of the packaging and load securing. Upon
request, we can even incorporate the cargo. This
significantly reduces the time required to identify the
best possible solution.

DID YOU KNOW?
Our Asia-Pacific headquarters in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, houses a state-of-the-art
woodworking facility for manufacturing customised wooden transport- & exportpackaging. Trained woodworkers equipped with the right equipment, such as
automated panel saws, oversized table saws, and overhead cranes, can fabricate
transport packaging of any size or form. You need an export crate for a 12-meter long
and 35-ton heavy laminator? Your crate needs to withstand sea transport and tough
weather conditions? You require someone to pack this machine at your facility? No
worries, we have you covered!
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Fabricating wooden packaging for transportation via land, air, and sea.
Customised industrial packaging solutions, including ESD-safe, anti-vibration, anti-corrosion, and more.
Fumigation or heat treatment meeting relevant standards and regulations such as IPPC and ISPM15.
Facility disconnection, dismantling, move-out, and machine packaging preparation.
On-site or off-site packaging using specialised rigging and packaging equipment.
Vacuum packing, including humidity barrier and control devices; Shockwatch/Tiltwatch and more.
Arranging transport via land, air, and sea and custom transport solutions for oversized & heavy cargo.
Loading of oversized and heavy items on flat-rack or low-loader transport.
Lashing and issuing lashing certification as per international transport standards.
Container stuffing and load securing against shifting and moving during transport.
Contract-based, high-volume packaging of machines and finished goods.
Customised packaging solutions for sensitive equipment such as electrical components.

